
 

 

 

 

 

 

- --; Summer Work Rubric 

How to register for turnitin.com 
 

1. Go to this website: www.t urnit in.com 

2. Use the following class ID to register yourself: 15359502 

3. Use the following password: IloveAPBio 

 
You will see the papers listed on the class page. Please submit your paper to this 

site.  You will also need to submit a hard copy to me. 

Rubric for AP Biology Summer Work: Book Discussion 
 

 Basic Proficient Advanced  

Content 0-14: The writer 15-25:  The writer 26-30:  The writer 
 provides scientific provides scientific provides accurate, 
 facts and concepts facts and concepts specific, and 
 that inadequately that adequately purposefu l scientific 
 explain the topic. explain the topic facts and concepts 
 The information is with some extension that are extended 
 sometimes of ideas. The and expanded to 
 inaccurate and information is fully explain the 
 general. The writer usually accurate topic.  The writer 
 sometimes provides and purposeful. consistently 
 scientific vocabulary The writer provides scientific 
 and uses language frequently provides vocabulary and 
 choices to enhance scientific vocabulary language choices to 
 the text. and uses language enhance the text. 
  choices to enhance  

  the text.  

Conventions 0-3: Many errors in 4-7: Average 8-10:  Minimal 
 spelling, grammar, number of errors in errors in spelling, 
 and punctuation. spelling, grammar, grammar, and 
  and punctuation.(6 punctuation.(3 or 
  or less errors) less errors) 

MLA format 0-3:  MLA format is 4-7:  MLA format is 8-10:  Few errors in 
 absent or used used in an adequate in-text citations, 
 incorrectly. In-text manner. Some quotations, and 
 citations and quotes omissions of quotes MLA format. A 
 are absent, and no and in-text citations. · works-cited is 
 works cited is Inclusion of a works included. 
 present. cited.  



 
 
 
 
 

Rubric for Article Summaries: 
 

 Basic Proficient Advanced 

Content 0-3:  The writer 4-7:  The writer 8-10:  The writer 

 provides scientific provides scientific provides accurate, 

 facts and concepts facts and concepts specific, and 

 that inadequately that adequately purposefu l scientific 

 summarize the summarize the topic facts and concepts 

 topic. with some extension that are extended 

  of ideas. and expanded to 

   fully explain the 
   topic. 

Conventions 0-1:  Many errors in 2-3: Average 4-5:  Minimal errors 

 spelling, grammar, number of errors in in spelling, 

 and punctuation. spelling, grammar, grammar, and 

  and punctuation are punctuation.  (3 or 

  adequate. (6 or less less errors) 

  errors)  

MLA format 0-1: MLA format is 

absent or used 

incorrectly. In-text 

citations and quotes 

are absent, and no 

works cited is 

2-3: MLA format is 

used in an adequate 

manner. Some 

omissions of quotes 

and in-text citations. 

Inclusion of a works 
cited. 

4-5:  Few errors in 

in-text citations, 

quotations, and 

MLA format. A 

works-cited is 

included. 

  present..   

 


